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Leo and his best friend Sangeeta are the odd ones out in their school. But as Leo's dad is always 
telling him, it's because they're special. Only thing is, if they're so special, how come they never 
see anyone who looks like them in their school history books? Then, on a class trip to a nearby 
cathedral, Leo's attention is drawn to a large marble slab high above the doors of the hall. Right 
there, bang in the middle of a list of war heroes, Leo finds himself staring at something 
incredible: his own name. Desperate to know who this other Leo was, the two friends embark on 
a search. And together, they begin to uncover missing stories from the past, ones which they are 
determined to put back into their rightful place in the pages of history. Touching on themes of 
historical racism, The Lion Above the Door shines a light on the stories our history books have yet 
to contain and the power of friendships that can last through generations..

This is the thrilling fourth adventure in the bestselling, prize-winning Adventures on Trains 
series award winning authors, M. G. Leonard and Sam Sedgman.
A mysterious letter from an old friend asks Hal and Uncle Nat to help investigate a spooky 
supernatural mystery. Legend has it the Kratzensteins, a family of rich and powerful railway 
tycoons, are cursed, but there is no such thing as a curse, is there . . .? Hal and Nat take the 
night train to Berlin and go undercover. From a creaking spooky old house at the foot of 
the Harz mountains, they take the Kratzenstein family's funeral train to the peak of the 
Brocken Mountain. Can Hal uncover the secrets of the Brocken railway and the family curse 
before disaster strikes?

It's five months since the nightmare Year Six School trip to Crater Lake, and something 
has gone very wrong in Lance's home town of Straybridge. There's been an explosion at 
the University, a mysterious test creature is missing and no one is allowed in or out of 
the town. On top of this Lance has lost touch with his friends since starting at his new 
school. And now his mum has been acting strangely since they started decorating the 
Christmas tree... As he goes door to door trying to reunite his team, Lance realises how 
bad things have got. Now he, Katja, Max, Chets and Ade, plus new friend Karim, must 
think bigger and bolder if they are to save their families. But there's something else out 
there too - something straight out of their nightmares...
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From masterful storyteller, Michael Morpurgo, and world-class illustrator, Benji 
Davies, comes a magical new story of a life-changing friendship, a lost puffin, and a 
lonely artist. It's the story of an entire lifetime, and how one event can change a life 
forever.. This truly beautiful tale will enchant readers of all ages.

Brandon is a boaster – he says he is brilliant at lots of things. Then he is challenged to count 
up to ten million. So Brandon starts: one, two, three . . . and before long he is up to one 
thousand. Everyone around him is bewildered and annoyed: his friend Waris, his teachers 
and Miss Hexx, the head. But Brandon can’t stop counting. And the higher he counts, the 
more everyone takes an interest, when Brandon reaches 30,000 he goes viral, by the time 
he gets to one million, he has a manager and a stadium full of fans counting with him. And 
then strange, impossible things start happening. The numbers are taking over everything . . 
.
A fun and contemporary story about rise and fall of celebrity, and ultimately staying true to 
yourself.

Written in the spirit of Nina Simone’s song “To Be Young, 
Gifted, and Black,” this vibrant book is a perfect introduction 
to both historic and present-day icons and heroes. Meet 
figureheads, leaders and pioneers such as Martin Luther King 
Jr., Nelson Mandela and Rosa Parks, as well as cultural 
trailblazers and athletes like Stevie Wonder, Oprah Winfrey 
and Serena Williams.
.

Morgan is a young orphan who lives off scavenging - until he finds a cosy home at a 
famous London publishing house. Over time he learns a trade - and soon becomes the 
very best book cat in the business. And then the Blitz begins. Morgan finds himself 
training up twenty odd kittens to be book cats, and then there is the small matter of 
secretly evacuating them out of London. Happily, Morgan has a plan.

Set in war-torn London, charmingly illustrated, and full of heart and verve.
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Fox cub siblings Ted and Nancy are on the run from Princess Buttons, the scariest street 
cat in the Big City. They flee for Grimwood, expecting to find refuge in the peaceful 
countryside. Instead, they are met with thieving eagles, dramatic ducks, riotous rabbits 
and a whole host of unusual characters. Grimwood is . . . weird. But when Princess 
Buttons tracks them down, Nancy and Ted and the animals of Grimwood must unite in a 
mind-bending race against time . . .

From the internationally bestselling creator of Claude comes a hero like no other: Mr Penguin. 
Indiana Jones meets Hercule Poirot in this series from Alex T. Smith, ideal for 7+ readers of 
Dave Pigeon. Follow Mr Penguin and his trusty sidekick Colin (the spider) as they head into 
the desert! When their good friend Edith is kidnapped, they're on their most important 
mission yet. Can they survive a perilous train journey to the great pyramids? Will Mr Penguin 
complete the three impossible tasks - and get home in time for a fish finger sandwich ...? Find 
out in the fourth Mr Penguin book with plenty of slapstick humour, mystery and adventure. 

Icebear has arrived in Rabbit and Bear's valley, and he wants to be king. He's big and 
scary, and the more kind and understanding the animals are, the meaner he becomes. 
Rabbit is confused: Bear has always been able to fix their problems in the past - but 
maybe this time he needs to ask for help from someone else. Does Wolf have the 
answer to the bad king's demands ... or will Rabbit and the other animals find the 
solution within themselves? This is a story of friends, enemies, and how to avoid being 
pooped on by an icebear.

Ellie is the rudest, most spoilt child her grandma has ever met and it's time that she 
learnt a lesson! So with a little bit of magic and some help from Jolly the cat, 
Grandma's going to make sure that Ellie changes her ways. Can Ellie work hard to 
prove that she can be good? Or is she destined to spend the rest of her days trapped 
in the body of a mean old cat?
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Created by award-winning poet Joseph Coelho, this book celebrates that families come 
in all shapes and sizes. 
At the gallery, Luna is transfixed by the famous art, but her classmate Finn doesn’t seem 
to want to be there at all. Finn's family doesn't look like the one in Henry Moore's 
'Family Group' sculpture, but then neither does Luna's. Maybe all Finn needs is a friend.
Join Luna and Finn at the Art Gallery and step inside famous works of art by Van Gogh, 
Damien Hirst, Henri Matisse, Andy Warhol and many more! 

Amara loves bats! Her favourite thing to do is to collect bat facts and watch the 
amazing mammals fly at night by her house. But when Amara moves to a new 
town, she learns that her beloved bats no longer roost nearby because they are 
losing their habitat. Amara is upset. What can she do to help? She’s just one 
person, and the problem feels so much bigger than her. But after doing some 
research, she discovers that there are many young people making big changes all 
around the world. Inspired to take action, Amara gathers her new friends to help 
save the bats. Together, she knows they can make a difference!

Ten silly teachers have missed the last bus home. But LOOK – a shortcut through 
the forest! They'll be back in time for tea! Off they skip, unaware that in the 
woods a hungry horde of mischievous and hilariously goofy monsters is waiting… 
An irreverent and zany counting book that is gently thrilling with witty and 
whimsical illustrations.

Join two intrepid adventurers as their imaginations transform their house into a 
wild wonderland - and their big brother becomes a mighty monster. A joy to 
read-aloud with its cumulative refrain, and full of funny, relatable characters, this 
is a contemporary celebration of creativity, fantasy and family.


